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ABSTRACT: The ternary polymerization strategy of incorporating
different donor and acceptor units forming terpolymers as photovoltaic
materials has been proven advantageous in improving power conversion
efficiencies (PCEs) of polymer solar cells (PSCs). Herein, a series of low
band gap nonconjugated terpolymer acceptors based on two different
fused-ring electron-deficient building blocks (IDIC16 and ITIC) with
adjustable photoelectric properties were developed. As the third
component, ITIC building blocks with a larger π-conjugation structure,
shorter solubilizing side chains, and red-shifted absorption spectrum were
incorporated into an IDIC16-based nonconjugated copolymer acceptor
PF1-TS4, which built up the terpolymers with two conjugated building
blocks linked by flexible thioalkyl chain-thiophene segments. With the
increasing ITIC content, terpolymers show gradually broadened
absorption spectra and slightly down-shifted lowest unoccupied molecular orbital levels. The active layer based on terpolymer
PF1-TS4-60 with a 60% ITIC unit presents more balanced hole and electron mobilities, higher photoluminescence quenching
efficiency, and improved morphology compared to those based on PF1-TS4. In all-polymer solar cells (all-PSCs), PF1-TS4-60,
matched with a wide band gap polymer donor PM6, achieved a similar open-circuit voltage (Voc) of 0.99 V, a dramatically increased
short-circuit current density (Jsc) of 15.30 mA cm
−2, and fill factor (FF) of 61.4% compared to PF1-TS4 (Voc = 0.99 V, Jsc = 11.21
mA cm−2, and FF = 55.6%). As a result, the PF1-TS4-60-based all-PSCs achieved a PCE of 9.31%, which is ∼50% higher than the
PF1-TS4-based ones (6.17%). The results demonstrate a promising approach to develop high-performance nonconjugated
terpolymer acceptors for efficient all-PSCs by means of ternary polymerization using two different A−D−A-structured fused-ring
electron-deficient building blocks.
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1. INTRODUCTION
During the past 5 years, progress in polymer solar cells (PSCs),
with their merits of light weight, low cost, semitransparency,
and flexibility, has been dominated by the development of
polymer donors and A−D−A-structured fused-ring small-
molecule acceptors (SMAs).1,2 This rational molecular design
of active layer materials and systematic processing and
engineering of devices has led to the state-of-the-art power
conversion efficiencies (PCEs) exceeding 17% so far.3−10
Compared to the fused-ring SMA-based systems, all-polymer
solar cells (all-PSCs) composed of polymer donor and polymer
acceptor materials have some special advantages, such as
excellent morphological stability and mechanical properties,
which can cater to the requirements of practical application of
flexible devices fabricated by roll-to-roll printing techni-
ques.11−14 Mainly because of the lack of high-performance
polymer acceptors, progress toward efficient all-PSCs has been
severely constrained, and their corresponding PCEs still lag
behind those of fused-ring SMA-based devices. Tracing the
roadmap of PCEs, only a few polymer acceptors have achieved
PCEs over 9% in all-PSCs, with such limited structural
electron-deficient units as perylene-diimide,15 naphthalene
diimide,16−19 thiophene-fused diimide,20 and B → N-bridged
building blocks.21,22 However, the low absorption coefficients
(∼104 cm−1) of these polymer acceptors limit their short-
circuit current density (Jsc) and PCEs in all-PSCs.
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Recently, in the search for polymer acceptors with improved
absorption properties, a novel polymer acceptor PZ1 with a
low band gap of 1.55 eV and a high maximum absorption
coefficient (>105 cm−1) was successfully synthesized by Li et al.
by polymerizing a large π-fused-ring SMA building block
(IDIC16) with long solubilizing sidechains and achieved an
impressive PCE of 9.19% in all-PSCs.23 Subsequently, some
derivatives with similar molecular structures, including
PFBDT-IDTIC,24 PF2-DTSi,25 PN1,26 PF3-DTCO,27 and
PSF-IDIC,28 were developed by modifying either the fused-
ring SMA building blocks or donor units and achieved PCEs of
over 10% in their all-PSCs. Moreover, by incorporating the
booming fused-ring SMA building blocks of Y5 derivatives
with different alkyl chain lengths, few polymer acceptors with
an ultralow band gap of ∼1.40 eV, named A701,29 PTPBT-
ET,30 PYT,31 PJ1,32 L14,33 PF5-Y5,34 PY-IT,35 and PYA136
have been produced and have demonstrated high PCEs of 11−
15% in the resulting all-PSCs. In addition to high PCE, good
long-term thermal stability is also a key factor in the practical
application of all-PSCs. Very recently, a new class of acceptor,
that is, a nonconjugated polymer named PF1-TS4 based on the
IDIC16 building block linked by a thioalkyl segment in the
mainchain was first developed by our group and showed
excellent photophysical properties with a high absorption
coefficient, low optical band gap, and high lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) level,37 which are similar to the
IDIC16-based full-conjugated polymer acceptors.23−25 More-
over, compared to IDIC16 with a strong tendency of self-
aggregation in blends due to its highly ordered multi-
crystallinity,23,25,37 the PF1-TS4 film presents reduced
crystallinity and good compatibility with the polymer donor
in active layers, thus leading to an improved morphological
stability in blend films. As a result, its all-PSCs achieved
excellent long-term thermal stability under annealing at 85 °C.
Although nonconjugated PF1-TS4 has great potential for
practical applications in all-PSCs, it still shows a relatively low
device efficiency compared to those fused-ring SMA-based full-
conjugated polymer acceptor counterparts.23−25
The strategy to synthesize terpolymer acceptors by
introducing two different electron-withdrawing (A1 and A2)
or electron-donating (D1 and D2) moieties forming a 1D/2A
or 2D/1A structure in the molecular backbones has been
considered as an efficient approach to synergistically optimize
the molecular absorption, energy levels, electron mobility, and
aggregation of the resulting polymers.30,38−46 However, the
application of terpolymer acceptors based on two different
fused-ring SMA building blocks in all-PSCs has not been
reported. Herein, to explore the effect of the terpolymer
strategy for nonconjugated polymer acceptors, we developed a
series of nonconjugated terpolymer acceptors with a 1D/2A
structure by incorporating two different fused-ring SMA
building blocks of five-ring-fused IDIC1623,25 with long
hexadecyl sidechains and seven-ring-fused ITIC1 with short
4-hexylphenyl sidechains. The different molecular structures of
IDIC16 and ITIC resulted in significantly different solubility,
absorption, crystallinity, and aggregation properties.1,23,47,48 By
simply modulating the IDIC16/ITIC ratios, four non-
conjugated terpolymer acceptors (PF1-TS4-xx, where xx is
the molar percentage of ITIC unit relative to the total SMA
building blocks) were synthesized, and the corresponding
optical and electrical properties are conveniently tailored.
Matched with a wide band gap polymer donor PM6,49 all-
PSCs from PF1-TS4-60 achieved a PCE of 9.31% with a high
open-circuit voltage (Voc) of 0.99 V, Jsc of 15.30 mA cm
−2, and
fill factor (FF) of 61.4%, which is ∼50% higher PCE than the
copolymer PF1-TS4 based one (6.17%).
2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The molecular structures of five nonconjugated polymer
acceptors, including the copolymer PF1-TS4 and the
terpolymers PF1-TS4-xx (xx = 20, 40, 60, and 80), are
shown in Scheme 1. The copolymer PF1-TS4-100, with a
100% molar percentage of ITIC unit, possessed a very poor
solubility to be used for device fabrication. As shown in
Scheme S1, these polymer acceptors were systematically
synthesized by Stille-coupling polymerization of three mono-
mers, including two brominated fused-ring SMA building
blocks of IDIC16-Br and ITIC-Br with different feeding ratios
and a stannylated nonconjugated linkage of bis-
(trimethylstannyl)-substituted dithiobutyl bithiophenes (TS4-
Scheme 1. Molecular Structures of (a) Nonconjugated Copolymer Acceptor PF1-TS4 and Terpolymer Acceptors PF1-TS4-xx
with Different IDIC16/ITIC Ratios and (b) the Polymer Donor PM6
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Sn). Because of the long alkyl sidechains in the IDIC16
building block and the nonconjugated flexible TS4 segment,
terpolymers (except PF1-TS4-100) show good solubility in
common warm organic solvents.
As shown in Figure 1a of the ultraviolet−visible (UV−vis)
absorption spectra, the effect of the third ITIC unit on
molecular optical properties of the nonconjugated polymer
acceptors in neat films was investigated. With the increase of
ITIC content, these polymer acceptors display gradually red-
shifted absorption spectra, which follow well the trend of
broadened absorption spectra from IDIC16 to ITIC (Figure
S1). Among them, the absorption onset of PF1-TS4-80 with
the smallest band gap (∼1.55 eV) is located at ∼800 nm,
which is red-shifted by ∼50 nm compared to the original PF1-
TS4. Notably, compared to its fused-ring SMA building block
ITIC, PF1-TS4-60 and PF1-TS4-80 show identical absorption
onsets but red-shifted and sharper absorption peaks (Figure
S1), indicating the improved optical absorption capability. As
shown in Figure S2 of cyclic voltammograms and Figure 1b of
the corresponding energy-level diagrams, although our random
ternary polymerization strategy obviously broadens the
molecular absorption spectra, the molecular energy levels of
these polymer acceptors only show slight variations in their
LUMO levels (∼0.02 eV), which may be due to the similar
LUMO levels of the two building blocks IDIC1637 (−3.87 eV)
and ITIC50,51 (−3.85 eV). On the other hand, their HOMO
levels are varied (∼0.05 eV) to a larger extent compared to the
LUMO levels when the ITIC portion in terpolymers is
increased, which is consistent with their gradually decreased
optical band gap and conducive to achieving a better tradeoff
between Voc and Jsc in all-PSC devices. As shown in Figure S3a,
with the increase of ITIC content, the electron mobility (μe) of
polymer acceptors increases first and then decreases, as
measured by means of a space charge limited current
(SCLC) method, which may be attributed to the improved
intermolecular interactions; however in the case of PF1-TS4-
80, the relatively poor solubility in a nonhalogenated solvent
(o-xylene) leads to a nonoptimized morphology and therefore
slightly lower electron mobility. Among them, the terpolymer
Figure 1. (a) Normalized absorption spectra in neat films and (b) energy-level diagrams of active layer photovoltaic materials in neat films.
Figure 2. (a) J−V plots of the all-PSCs under the illumination of AM 1.5G, 100 mW cm−2. (b) Thermal stability of the devices with an annealing
temperature of 85 °C in the N2-filled glovebox under dark conditions. (c) External quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra of all-PSCs. (d) Normalized
absorption spectra of all-polymer active layers based on PM6 and different nonconjugated polymer acceptors.
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PF1-TS4-60 has the highest μe value of 3.54 × 10
−5 cm2 V−1
s−1, which is ∼2.5 times that of the copolymer PF1-TS4.
To investigate the effect on photovoltaic performance of the
introduction of the third ITIC unit into the nonconjugated
PF1-TS4 backbone, all-PSCs with a device structure of ITO/
PEDOT:PSS/active layer/PFN-Br/Ag were fabricated. As
opposed to the PM6-based all-PSCs with the nonconjugated
copolymer acceptor PF1-TS4 in our previous work,33 the
PM6-based active layers with different nonconjugated polymer
acceptors (copolymer PF1-TS4 and terpolymers PF1-TS4-xx)
in this work were prepared by spin-coating the blend solutions
with a D/A ratio of 1:1 (wt/wt %) and a total solid
concentration of 16 mg mL−1 that was prepared using the
nonhalogenated solvent o-xylene and the high boiling point
additive of 1-chloronaphthalene (2% in v/v). Detailed
fabrication processes of all-PSCs are described in Supporting
Information, and the corresponding current density−voltage
(J−V) curves and photovoltaic parameters are summarized in
Figure 2a and Table 1, respectively. With the increase of ITIC
contents, these polymer acceptors achieved gradually improved
Jsc from 11.21 to 15.51 mA cm
−2 and almost unchanged Voc of
0.97−0.99 V in all-PSCs, which means that the random ternary
polymerization strategy by coupling two fused-ring SMA
building blocks (IDIC16 and ITIC) and a nonconjugated
donor linkage (TS4) can effectively balance the tradeoff
between Jsc and Voc in all-PSCs. Moreover, all terpolymers
demonstrated the obviously increased FF of 59.7−61.4% in all-
PSCs compared to the copolymer PF1-TS4, while PF1-TS4-60
obtained the highest FF of 61.4%. As a result, the PM6:PF1-
TS4-60-based all-PSCs achieved a champion PCE of 9.31%,
which is ∼50% higher than that of PM6:PF1-TS4-based ones
(6.17%, note: the different batches of PF1-TS4 and different
device architectures used in this work may cause the different
device performances from our previous study37). The highest
PCE of PF1-TS4-60 among all-PSCs indicates the strong
benefit of our random ternary polymerization strategy with the
finely regulated IDIC16/ITIC ratio. The influence of our
terpolymer strategy on the thermal stability of devices was also
investigated. As shown in Figure 2b, the PM6:PF1-TS4-60-
based all-PSC has a better thermal stability in comparison with
the PM6:PF1-TS4-based all-PSC at an annealing temperature
of 85 °C in the N2-filled glovebox under dark conditions.
Because these terpolymer acceptors are formed in a random
order of TS4, ITIC and IDIC16 random distribution in
backbones may cause batch-to-batch variations in performance.
Therefore, two additional batches of terpolymer PF1-TS4-60
were synthesized by using the same procedure as the first batch
to investigate the effect of batch-to-batch variations on the
device performance. As shown in Figure S4 and Table S2,
three batches of PF1-TS4-60 achieved PCEs varying from 8.54
to 9.31%, even though Voc and Jsc pronounced good
reproducibility, which suggests that PF1-TS4-60 has a slight
batch-to-batch dependence on device performance. Moreover,
as shown in Scheme S2 and Table S3, among the all-PSCs
based on IDIC16-containing polymer acceptors, the all-PSCs
based on PF1-TS4-60 in this work achieved a PCE in the high
end.
As shown in Figure 2c, with the increase of ITIC content in
nonconjugated polymer acceptors, the corresponding all-PSCs
display gradually red-shifted EQE responses, which are
consistent with the absorption spectra of polymer acceptors
in neat films (Figure 1a) and their related all-polymer blend
films (Figure 2d). Compared to the PF1-TS4-based all-PSCs,
all the all-PSCs based on terpolymers exhibit dramatically
increased EQE values over the whole wavelength region of
400−800 nm, while the PF1-TS4-60-based device obtained the
highest EQE value close to 70% and the PF1-TS4-80-based
device presents the broadest EQE response, indicating that our
terpolymer strategy by introducing ITIC as the third unit can
effectively improve the conversion of incident photons to
electrons. The integrated Jsc values calculated from the
corresponding EQE curves are 10.91, 13.31, 14.32, 14.94,
and 15.03 mA cm−2 for the devices based on PM6:PF1-TS4,
PM6:PF1-TS4-20, PM6:PF1-TS4-40, PM6:PF1-TS4-60, and
PM6:PF1-TS4-80, respectively, which are all well consistent
with the measured Jsc values from the corresponding J−V plots,
with deviations of less than 5%.
Photoluminescence (PL) quenching experiments were
performed to study the exciton dissociation and charge transfer
behavior of all-polymer blend films. As shown in the PL spectra
of nonconjugated polymer acceptor neat films in Figure 3a, the
terpolymers PF1-TS4-xx show red-shifted PL peaks and
onsets, compared to the copolymer PF1-TS4, as well as
significantly increased PL intensities. Moreover, terpolymers
PF1-TS4-60 and PF1-TS4-80 with an IDIC16/ITIC molar
ratio <1 produce higher PL intensities compared to those
terpolymers of PF1-TS4-20 and PF1-TS4-40 with an IDIC16/
ITIC molar ratio >1, while the PL intensities are found to be
quite similar between the former two and the latter two, which
may be due to the better coplanarity and increased
intermolecular interaction of the ITIC unit. Because the
nonradiative recombination of devices is generally inversely
proportional to the PL yield of the pristine film of photovoltaic
materials,52 the higher PL efficiencies of the terpolymers PF1-
TS4-60 and PF1-TS4-80 are in favor of a lower nonradiative
recombination loss in the resulting all-PSCs. The above-
mentioned results may partially explain why terpolymers PF1-
TS4-60 and PF1-TS4-80 with obviously red-shifted absorption
spectra exhibit little change in their LUMO levels and Voc
values in all-PSCs compared to the original PF1-TS4. As
shown in Figure 3b−h, compared to the polymer acceptor neat
films, the corresponding PM6:terpolymer blend films display
significantly increased PL quenching efficiencies of 80−90% in
comparison with the PM6:PF1-TS4 blend film (64.3%). The
PM6:PF1-TS4-60 blend film has the highest PL quenching
efficiency of 88.2%. A similar phenomenon is also found in the
PL measurements of the PM6 neat film and related blend films
(Figure 3g,h), indicating better compatibility and more
efficient photoinduced hole and electron transfer between
PM6 and terpolymers in devices, especially between PM6 and
PF1-TS4-60, which is consistent with the trend of Jsc in their
Table 1. Photovoltaic Data of the PM6-Based All-PSCs with








PM6:PF1-TS4 0.99 11.21 (10.91) 55.6 6.17 (5.80 ± 0.23)
PM6:PF1-TS4-20 0.99 13.73 (13.31) 59.7 8.12 (7.73 ± 0.27)
PM6:PF1-TS4-40 0.99 14.67 (14.32) 60.8 8.83 (8.56 ± 0.19)
PM6:PF1-TS4-60 0.99 15.30 (14.94) 61.4 9.31 (9.13 ± 0.16)
PM6:PF1-TS4-80 0.97 15.51 (15.03) 60.3 9.16 (8.87 ± 0.20)
aThe integrated Jsc in parenthesis from the EQE curves.
bThe average
and standard deviation of PCEs in parenthesis calculated from 10
devices.
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all-PSCs. Compared to the PM6:PF1-TS4-60 film, the
PM6:PF1-TS4-80 film shows slightly lower PL quenching
efficiencies, which is probably due to the relatively weak
compatibility between PM6 and PF1-TS4-80 in blend films
and the poor solubility of PF1-TS4-80, which is consistent with
the fact that the PM6:PF1-TS4-80 film has an obviously
stronger shoulder peak belonging to polymer acceptors (see
Figure 2d).
The atomic force microscopy (AFM) and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) measurements were carried out to
probe the effect of the introduction of the third ITIC unit into
the molecular backbone of nonconjugated polymer acceptors
on the nanoscale morphologies of polymer neat films and their
related all-polymer active layers. As shown in Figure 4a−e of
AFM images, with the increase of ITIC content, the neat films
of these nonconjugated polymer acceptors show gradually
increased root-mean-square (RMS) roughness values from
0.27 to 1.03 nm, which may be due to the increased
intermolecular interaction and decreased solubility resulting
from the relatively larger backbone of ITIC. As shown in
Figure 4f, the PM6:PF1-TS4 blend film displays a very coarse
domain structure, resulting in a very rough surface with an
excessive RMS roughness of 4.07 nm. With the progressively
increasing ITIC content in the polymer acceptors, it is clearly
seen that the related all-polymer blend active layers produce a
gradually dwindling domain structure and reducing RMS
roughness values from 4.07 to 1.63 nm in turn (Figures 4g−j),
which is contrary to the trend of the RMS roughness values of
the AFM images of polymer acceptor neat films. This opposite
trend indicates that the introduction of the third ITIC building
block into the polymer acceptor backbone can improve the
compatibility of the terpolymer with the polymer donor PM6.
Among them, the PM6:PF1-TS4-60 and PM6:PF1-TS4-80
blend films show more suitable domain structures with a
smoother surface and a smaller RMS roughness of ∼1.65 nm.
Moreover, this trend is confirmed by the TEM images, as
shown in Figures 4k−o, where the PM6:PF1-TS4-60 blend
film demonstrates a more uniform fibril structure with an
appropriate domain size, which can facilitate the charge
transport of its all-PSCs. As shown in Figure S3b and Table
S1, with the increasing ITIC content in the polymer acceptors,
the related all-polymer blend films also show gradually
improved hole mobilities from 0.84 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1 for
PM6:PF1-TS4 to 1.94 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1 for PM6:PF1-TS4-
80, while their electron mobilities firstly increase from 1.44 ×
10−5 cm2 V−1 s−1 for PM6:PF1-TS4 to 2.94 × 10−5 cm2 V−1 s−1
for PM6:PF1-TS4-60 and then decrease to 2.54 × 10−5 cm2
V−1 s−1 for PM6:PF1-TS4-80. As a result, the PM6:PF1-TS4-
60 blend films exhibit more balanced hole and electron
mobilities, which implies less accumulation of space charge in
devices.
3. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we developed a series of low band gap
nonconjugated terpolymer acceptors based on two different
fused-ring SMA building blocks IDIC16 and ITIC, where ITIC
with a larger π-fused structure, shorter solubilizing sidechains,
and red-shifted absorption spectrum is incorporated as the
third component into the copolymer acceptor PF1-TS4 based
on the IDIC16 linked by flexible thioalkyl chain−thiophene
segments. With the increasing ITIC contents, terpolymers
show adjustable photoelectric properties, while the active layer
based on the terpolymer PF1-TS4-60 with the 60% ITIC unit
shows an optimized blend morphology, increased PL
quenching efficiency, and improved charge transport properties
compared to those based on other polymer acceptors. In all-
PSCs, the one based on PF1-TS4-60 achieved the same Voc of
0.99 V, but obviously increased Jsc of 15.30 mA cm
−2 and FF of
61.4% compared to the one based on PF1-TS4 (Voc = 0.99 V,
Jsc = 11.21 mA cm
−2, and FF = 55.6%). As a result, a promising
PCE of 9.31% was obtained by the PF1-TS4-60-based devices,
which is ∼50% higher than that of the PF1-TS4-based one
(6.17%). The results strongly suggest that the ternary
polymerization by incorporating two different fused-ring
SMA building blocks is a useful approach for the development
Figure 3. PL spectra of these polymer photovoltaic materials in neat
films and related blend films (a) excited at 680 or 685 nm for polymer
acceptors; (b,c) excited at 680 nm for PF1-TS4, PF1-TS4-20, and
related blend films; (d−f) excited at ∼685 nm for PF1-TS4-40, PF1-
TS4-60, PF1-TS4-80, and related blend films; and (g) excited at ∼550
nm for PM6 and related blend films. (h) PL quenching efficiencies of
blend films relative to the related polymer acceptor neat films (black
line, extracted from b to f) and the PM6 neat film (red line, extracted
from g).
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of high-performance nonconjugated polymer acceptors toward
efficient all-PSCs.
4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
4.1. Materials. A polymer donor PM6, two brominated fused-ring
SMA building blocks of IDIC16-Br and ITIC-Br, a monomer TS4-Sn,
and a polymer acceptor PF1-TS4 were synthesized according to
previous works. The detailed processes of the synthesis of four
nonconjugated terpolymer acceptors (PF1-TS4-20, PF1-TS4-40, PF1-
TS4-60, and PF1-TS4-80) and related device fabrication and
characterization are summarized in the Supporting Information.
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